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VISION 

 
To be a learning organization that is on the cutting edge of 

information and technology and is responsive to the needs of 

our clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MISSION 

 
To provide relevant, timely and accurate statistical information 

and technical services, consistent with international standards, 

to national and international clients.  
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 
During the fiscal year 2015/2016, the Statistical Institute of Jamaica (STATIN) 

continued its effort to fulfil its mission “to provide relevant, timely and 

accurate statistical information and technical services, consistent with 

international standards, to national and international clients. 
 

In addition to the regular programme of work, emphasis was placed on 

improving the quality and technical soundness of the statistical outputs. With 

technical assistance from Statistics Canada (STATCAN) under its International Statistical Fellowship 

Program (ISFP), STATIN embarked on the development of a Quality Assurance Framework (QAF). The 

objective of the QAF is to promote, support and encourage sound quality management practices and 

ensure that credible and factual statistical products and services are disseminated to clients. The 

Institute also participated in a round of assessments by the Economic Commission for Latin America and 

the Caribbean (ECLAC) on the level of compliance with the Code of Good Practice in Statistics for Latin 

America and the Caribbean.  
  

Focus was also placed on improving the statistical capacity of staff through participation in training and 

development initiatives that were facilitated locally and internationally.  
 

STATIN sought to enhance its client focused culture by the timely release of monthly and quarterly 

statistics and on-going work to improve the user-friendliness of its website.  
 

Unfortunately, inadequate funding affected the progress of work on the development and improvement 

in some statistical products. This affected the schedule of activities for the conduct of the Household 

Expenditure Survey (HES) which is used to update the weights for the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The 

Census of Agriculture and the development of an Agriculture Producer Price Index were also affected by 

funding constraints. Lack of resources also adversely impacted progress on the establishment of the 

National Statistics System as well as efforts to maintain the Institute’s information communication and 

technology infrastructure. 
 

Despite budgetary constraints and increased demand for statistics, the regular programme of work was 

completed through hard work and dedication of all staff and continued consultations with our local and 

international stakeholders. 
 

I extend heart-felt appreciation to the Board of Directors, Management Team, members of staff and 

stakeholders who continue to support STATIN in achieving its mission. 

 

 

Professor Alvin G. Wint 
Chairman, Board of Director
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DIRECTOR GENERAL’S REPORT 

STATIN continued to provide quality statistics on the social, economic and 

environmental conditions in Jamaica during the 2015/2016 fiscal year.   

 

The development of new statistical products in response to stakeholder needs 

is an important area of the work programme of the organization.  During the 

year work continued on the development of the quarterly Gross Domestic 

Product by expenditure (QGDP-E) and Trade Indices. The Institute also sought 

to further strengthen its statistical infrastructure with revisions to the 

industrial and occupational classification systems. There was also the transition to a new Master 

Household Frame and improvements were effected to the Master Business Frame. 

 

Continuous improvement in the range and quality of the statistical products is essential if STATIN is to 

fulfil its mandate. Accessing technical assistance from International agencies and the development of a 

Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) contributed to this effort.  

 

Technical assistance received included: 

 Improvement of the national accounts system through the CARICOM Secretariat,  under the 

Tenth European Development Fund.  

 Project for the Regional Advancement of Statistics in the Caribbean (PRASC), a project funded by 

the Government of Canada and is aimed at building statistical capacity in the region.  The PRASC 

initiative aims to strengthen the statistical systems of the Caribbean in order to address 

identified gaps, to improve socio-economic measures and support evidence-based policy 

making.   

 

Through PRASC, Statistics Canada (STATCAN) intends to work with the National Statistical Offices (NSO) 

of 14 eligible CARICOM countries and will focus on four components in order to: 

 

1. Enhance the System of National Accounts; 

2. Improve business statistics by working on a robust business survey infrastructure; 

3. Improve household statistics, including sex-disaggregated socio-economic indicators, by working 

on a robust survey infrastructure for household surveys; and 

4. Improve sharing of statistical information and expertise at the national and regional levels. 

 

In preparation for the development of its quality assurance framework,  STATIN participated in the most 

recent round of assessments on the level of compliance with the Code of Good Practice in Statistics 

(CGPS) for Latin America and the Caribbean. This was undertaken by the Economic Commission for Latin 

America and the Caribbean (ECLAC).  The main objectives of the assessment were to: 
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 Provide statistical offices with an external, objective and professional view of their performance 

in relation to the selected principles of the CGPS; 

 

 Help statistical offices develop practices in line with the principles of the CGPS, as well as to 

improve their statistical production and their service to stakeholders.  

 

 Increase the credibility of statistical offices and the National Statistical Systems (NSS), both 

within the country and in the international statistical community. 

 

Assistance in the development of a QAF  for STATIN was provided by STATCAN under the International 

Statistical Fellowship Program (ISFP). 

 

Still  there is a growing demand for more statistics and for this to be provided in a timely manner and for 

the information to be easily accessible.  This demand is expected to increase further as the global 

community unanimously adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development on September 25, 

2015. The 2030 Agenda will necessitate improvement in the availability, quality, timeliness and 

disaggregation of data. Successful monitoring of the Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) will 

therefore require increased support and investment by the Government of Jamaica in the production of 

statistics. The implementation of the National Statistics System (NSS) will also have to be given priority 

as this is essential for the production of such a large and integrated set of indicators. 

 

STATIN was nominated to represent the English-speaking Caribbean on the Inter-agency and Expert 

Group on SDG indicators (IAEG-SDG). This group of  representatives from  national statistical offices was  

tasked with developing the indicator framework for the SDG.  

The year was however not without challenges. STATIN sees these challenges as opportunities to 

demonstrate its commitment to the goal of providing official statistics to the government and people of 

Jamaica. The achievements during the year would not have been possible without the unwavering 

dedication of the staff and continued support of stakeholders to whom we are grateful. 

 

 

 

 

Carol Coy 

Director General  
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REVIEW OF OPERATIONS 
The 2015/16 fiscal year was another productive 

year as the Institute continued to serve its 

clients and worked on achieving the strategic 

objectives set forth in its five-year Strategic Plan 

2012-2017. The strategic objectives are to:  

 

 Strengthen the legal framework and to 

establish and maintain a National 

Statistics System (NSS); 

 Provide coherent, accurate, relevant 

and timely statistics; 

 Improve organizational effectiveness 

and efficiency; 

 Maintain and enhance a client-focused 

service culture; 

 Maintain and expand information, 

communication and technological 

infrastructure to support STATIN’s 

operations; and 

 Obtain adequate funding to support the 

Institute’s operations. 

 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

Official statistics in Jamaica are being produced 

in a fragmented environment, where each 

Ministry, Department and Agency (MDA) 

produces its own official data in accordance 

with its own policy guidelines. Section 3 (iii) of 

the Amended Statistics Act (1984) defines a 

coordinating role for STATIN as:  “generally, to 

promote and develop integrated social and 

economic statistics pertaining to Jamaica and to 

co-ordinate programmes for the integration of 

such statistics”. This aspect of the Institute’s 

work has never been fully adopted as the 

resources required to do this have not been 

incorporated into the organisation’s structure 

nor was there a specific mechanism in place to 

effect the coordination.  The current best 

practices recommend that a coordinating 

mechanism, the National Statistics System (NSS) 

be established.      

 

In an effort to address this and other 

weaknesses in the system, amendments to the 

Statistics Act were proposed. These 

amendments include the establishment of a 

Statistics Commission which will provide 

governance of the NSS.  The establishment of 

the NSS is critical to the provision of quality 

statistics in Jamaica. STATIN will play the lead 

role in coordinating the NSS which will comprise 

all MDAs of government engaged in the 

provision of official statistics in Jamaica.    

 

The review of the Statistics Act has been 

completed and the draft amendments were 

approved by Cabinet in June 2013. Drafting 

instructions are currently being developed for 

submission to the Chief Parliamentary Counsel.  

 

Resource constraints have limited the ability of 

the Institute to advance the development of the 

National Statistics System (NSS) during the 

2015/2016 financial year. Work on drafting a 

Statistics Master Plan for Jamaica was delayed 

and activities were limited to the review of the 

GAP Analysis of MDAs involved in the 

production of official statistics.  
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2015 2014

Population - End of year 2,728,907         2,723,246         

    Bi rths 37,556              37,892              

    Deaths 17,327              17,619              

    Migration (14,568)             (14,889)             

Labour Force (October) 1,325,200         1,310,200*

    Male 723,100            716,700*

    Female 602,100            593,500*

Unemployed Labour Force 178,600            186,200            

    Male   (39%) 67,400 71,100

    Female (61%) 111,200 115,100

Unemployment Rate 13.5% 14.2%

    Male 9.3% 9.9%

    Female 18.5% 19.4%

 Unemployment Rate among youth 14 - 24   

years
32.7% 36.0%

The unemployment rate for youth 14 - 24 years  

decreased by 3.3 percentage points  from 2014 to 

2015.

Employed Labour Force 1,146,600         1,124,000*

     Male 655,700            645,600*

     Female 490,900            478,400*

Ja$M
P Ja$M

Gross Domestic Product 742,049 736,133

Ja$ Ja$

GDP per Capita (at current prices) 611,572.40 566,693.00

Merchandise Trade US$MP US$MR

    Tota l  Imports 4,995.90 5,847.30

    Tota l  Exports 1,262.60 1,448.50

    Tota l  Defici t 3,733.30 4,398.80

Traditional Domestic Exports 792.90 784.10

Non-Traditional Domestic Export 419.20 596.00

Consumer Price Index % Change % Change

    All Jamaica (All Divisions) 3.7 6.4

    Greater Kingston Metropol i tan                                                        5.0 8.6

    Other Urban Areas 3.6 5.7

    Rura l  Areas 2.6 4.9

Producer Price Index % Change % Change

    Mining & Quarrying 9.0 17.7

    Manufacturing (2.1) 2

Note: * Data for 2014 and 2015 Labour Force have been compiled using new End of Year 2014 population estimates

For the 2015 ca lendar year, the Mining and 

Quarrying industry regis tered a  9.0% increase in 

output prices , 8.7 percentage points  lower than 

that in 2014.  The Manufacturing industry on the 

other hand decl ined by 2.1% in 2015. 

In 2015 the inflation rate was  3.7% compared to 

6.4% in 2014. 

Comments
Comparative Results

Category

At the end of 2015 the Jamaican population was  

estimated to be 2,728,907; representing an 

increase of 5,661 over the estimate for 2014.

There was  a  1.1% increase in the Labour Force in 

October 2015 over October 2014; approximately 

55% were male and 45% were female.

The number of unemployed persons  reduced by 

7,600 over the period October 2014 to October 

2015. This  represented a  reduction of 

approximately 4%.

Reduction in the unemployed labour force was  

reflected in the unemployment rate. It resulted 

in a  margina l  reduction of 0.6 percentage point 

below the 14.2% recorded in October 2014.

The employed labour force increased by 22,600, 

showing a  2.0% increase above the October 2014 

figure.

Prel iminary estimates  show that the Jamaican 

economy grew by 0.8 per cent for the 2015 

ca lendar year over the s imi lar period for 2014. 

For the 2015 ca lendar year the tota l  expenditure 

on merchandise imports  between Jamaica  and 

i ts  trading partners  fel l  by 14.56 % below 2014. 

Likewise, in 2015 earnings  from exports  was  

12.83% less  than in 2014. The trade defici t a lso 

moved down, 15.12% lower than the va lue for 

2014.

The per capita  GDP increased by $44,825.42 for 

2015 over the va lue for 2014.

 

 

 
Table 1 Statistical Highlights 2015 and 2014 
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STATISTICAL PROGRAMMES AND 

SERVICES 
STATIN continued to fulfill its mandate of 

providing relevant, timely and accurate 

statistical information on the social, economic 

and environment life of Jamaica. This included 

the continued development of new statistical 

products and improving a number of the 

programmes geared towards satisfying 

changing user needs; reflecting the structural 

changes in the Jamaican economy and ensuring 

that the statistical systems align with 

international methodologies and guidelines.   

 

Demographic and Social Statistics 

Demographic Statistics 

The Demographic Statistics Report is the main 

reference on current population trends 

produced by the Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

(STATIN).  In providing up-to-date and objective 

information on population and vital statistics, 

STATIN is assisted by agencies such as the 

Registrar General's Department (RGD) which 

provides data on births, deaths and marriages; 

the Supreme Court of Jamaica which supplies 

data on divorces; the Passport, Immigration and 

Citizenship Agency (PICA) for passenger 

movements; and the National Family Planning  

 

 

Board, from which STATIN collects data on 

family planning. Vital statistics, together with 

regularly conducted censuses of population, 

form the cornerstone of the system for 

producing annual estimates of the population 

and its parameters. 

 

The thematic focus in the 2015 Demographic 

Statistics report was migration. Migration is a 

key component in the study of population 

change and is integral in evaluating population 

size.  It also impacts sustainable development. 

The destinations of choice for most Jamaican 

migrants in 2013 (the most recent year for 

which data was available) were the United 

States of America (USA), the United Kingdom 

(UK) and Canada. During 2013, a total of 24,744 

persons migrated to these countries, 4.4 per 

cent below the 25,895 migrants in 2012. 

  

The population of Jamaica was estimated at 

2,728,907 at the end of 2015; 1,351,508 males 

and 1,377,399 females. There were 37,556 

births and 17,327 deaths in the year, resulting 

in a natural increase of 20,229. For the same 

period, migration was estimated at -14,568 

leading to a population increase of 5,661.   

 

Table 1 shows the end-of-year population 

estimates by broad age groups. 
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Table 2 End of Year Population by Broad Age Groups: 2011 - 2015 

Age Group 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

0–14 687,937 670,022 652,314 634,083 613,144 

15–19 278,012 278,995 273,125 264,534 258,950 

20–29 478,299 479,538 484,594 493,810 502,747 

30–39 370,086 372,990 378,975 384,912 389,859 

40–49 337,500 341,769 344,107 344,349 344,733 

50–59 242,161 252,029 261,274 270,071 278,403 

60 & over 310,139 316,132 323,473 331,486 341,071 

Total 2,704,134 2,711,475 2,717,862 2,723,245 2,728,907 
   

Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

 

Social Statistics 

Social Statistics 2015 is the second such 

publication and presents data on six areas - 

population & housing, health, education, crime 

& justice, labour & social protection and 

gender.  

 

Labour Force 

The Labour Force Survey is a household sample 

survey which has been conducted in Jamaica 

since 1968.  It provides detailed information on 

the labour force disaggregated by age, sex and 

other characteristics. The main objectives of the 

survey are to:  

 

• Determine the level and rate of 

employment and unemployment; 

• Provide data on the structure of the 

working population; 

• Provide data on the persons who are 

unemployed or outside the labour 

force; 

• Provide data on the underemployed 

and Informal Sector Employment; 

• Determine the participation rate of 

different sub-groups of the labour 

force. 

Four quarterly surveys were undertaken during 

the period with the data being released four 

months after the reference period. The survey 

process is currently being reviewed with the 

aim to improve the timeliness.  

 

An annual report was also published during the 

year. This report also included a chapter on the 

impact of the Chikungunya Virus (CHIKV) on 

the Jamaican labour market. The incident rate 

of persons experiencing symptoms associated 

with CHIKV was estimated 49.2 per cent. 

Approximately 48.0 per cent   of the persons 

who were employed reported that they were 

affected by one or more of the CHIKV 

symptoms.  

 

In October 2015, there were 1,325,200 persons 

in the Jamaican labour force of which 723,100 

were males and 602,100 females. This is in 

comparison to the October 2014 survey when 

there were 1,310,200 persons of which 

716,700 were males and 593,500 were 

females.  The employed labour force consisted 

of 1,146,600 persons of which 655,700 were 

males and 490,900 were females. This is in 

comparison to the October 2014 survey when 

the employed labour force consisted of 
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1,124,000 persons: 645,600 males and 478,400 

females.  

In October 2015, there were 178,600 

unemployed persons; 7,600 (4.1%) less than the 

186,200 recorded in October 2014. 

Approximately 38.0 per cent (67,400) of the 

unemployed, in October 2015, were males and 

62.0 per cent (112,200) were females.  The 

Unemployment Rate was 13.5 per cent, a 

decrease of 0.7 percentage points compared 

with 14.2 per cent in October 2014.

 

 

Figure 1 Total Labour Force and Its Components - January 2014 to October 2015 

          
Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

Survey of Living Conditions 

The Jamaica Survey of Living Conditions (JSLC) is 

designed to collect information on a variety of 

topics such as consumption, education, health, 

nutrition, housing, the use of public services 

and the participation of households in selected 

welfare programmes. The survey has been 

conducted annually from 1988 as a joint effort 

between the Planning Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ) 

and STATIN. The sample used for the survey is a 

subset of the sample used for the Labour Force 

Survey (LFS) which allows the linkages and 

integrated analysis of the data from the two 

surveys. Data from the survey have been used 

consistently to monitor and evaluate national 

policies and for measuring the standard of living 

of the Jamaican people. It is also used to inform 

policies that effectively target the needy and 

the population that are deemed to be “at risk”. 

Over the years, the JSLC has evolved into a 

multi-domain survey to include indicators 

applicable to the Millennium Development 

Goals (MDGs). It was also formulated to extract 

indicators applicable to the Vision 2030 Jamaica 

National Development Plan and will also be 

used to monitor the achievement of the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

 

Economic Statistics 

National Accounts 
Estimates of national accounts provide a 

comprehensive measurement of economic 
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activity in a country. When such measurements 

are compared with corresponding periods, they 

provide valuable indicators of how the economy 

has performed in relation to the stated policy 

objectives. During the financial year 2015/2016, 

statistical data on the economic activities with 

respect to production, consumption and 

investment as well as the performance of the 

Jamaican economy were published in the 

following reports: 

 

 Quarterly Gross Domestic Product by 

Product (QGDP-P) Reports - Four 

quarterly GDP reports were completed 

for 2015. The reports presented data on 

gross domestic product at current and 

constant prices. The fourth quarter 

2015 report includes preliminary annual 

GDP estimates at both current and 

constant prices. 

 The National Income and Product 2014 

Report – This report contains estimates 

of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 

2014, that is, the total value of goods 

and services produced during that year. 

The report also contains the tables on 

the Tourism Satellite Account.  

 

The timely production of the statistical data was 

however impacted by a number of factors, 

including the: 

 Low survey response rates, especially 

of the Annual National Income survey;  

 Lag in the External Trade Statistics;  

 Reorganization of Tax Administration 

Jamaica which affected the flow of 

administrative data.  

 

Other areas of focus during the fiscal year 

ended March 31, 2016 were the: 

 

 Improvement of the GDP estimates, 

 Implementation of the 2008 System of 

National Accounts (SNA 2008); and  

 Preparation of a 2014 Supply and Use 

table (SUT). 

 

Based on recommendation received the 

previous year from the Caribbean Regional 

Technical Assistance Centre (CARTAC) 

consultant on the production of the quarterly 

GDP estimates, the new seasonal adjustment 

software program - X13 ARIMA was 

implemented. Like the benchmarking program 

XLPBM, introduced during the 2014/2015 

financial year, the X13 is also a Microsoft 

Excel®-based function. 

 

The base year for the revised national accounts 

estimates will be 2014 in keeping with 

CARICOM’s decision to have a regional base 

year of 2014. Work has began on the SUT 2014 

but the progress was constrained by the lack of 

data. 

 

Technical assistance was received from a 

number of agencies within the region for the 

improvement of the national accounts system. 

The CARICOM Secretariat provided technical 

assistance on the compilation of institutional 

sector accounts. This was in keeping with a 

programme to improve the production and 

dissemination of the system of national 

accounts in the Caribbean region, made 

possible through the Tenth European 

Development Fund.  

 

In early 2016, two separate assessments of 

Jamaica’s national accounting system were 

conducted. The first assessment was 

undertaken by CARTAC. Various stakeholders 

that provide data for the system such as the 
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Bank of Jamaica (BOJ), Tax Administration 

Jamaica (TAJ), Jamaica Customs Agency and the 

Ministry of Agriculture also participated.  Advice 

was provided on improving the system 

including consistency with the 2008 SNA. A 

team from the Project for Regional 

Advancement for Statistics in the Caribbean 

(PRASC) conducted the second assessment of 

the national accounting system. 

 

PRASC will be working in the Caribbean region 

for seven years providing/facilitating technical 

assistance to national statistics offices.  Over 

the seven year period assistance will be 

provided to national accounts in the areas of 

supply and use table, institutional accounts, 

estimation of capital stock and consumption of 

fixed assets as well as reviewing the compilation 

of the Quarterly Gross Domestic Product by 

Expenditure (QGDP-E) and the transition to the 

SNA 2008. 

Economic Performance Summary Review 

Total value added for the Jamaican economy 

was $744,707 million for the fiscal year 

2015/2016, an increase of 1.0 per cent when 

compared with the $737,224 million for the 

fiscal year 2014/2015. All industries grew 

except the Producers of Government Services 

which declined by 0.1%.  

 

Preliminary estimates for the 2015 calendar 

year showed a 0.8 per cent growth in the 

economy when compared with 2014. There was 

improved performance in all industries with the 

exception of Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing and 

Producers of Government Services which both 

declined by 0.1 per cent (See Table 3).  The 

continued drought condition negatively 

impacted the performance of the Agriculture, 

Forestry & Fishing industry. 
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  Table 3 Annual Rate of Growth of Value Added by Industry at Constant Prices 

Industries % Change 

 2011R 2012 R 2013 R 2014 R 2015 

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 10.3 2.3 -0.7 -0.4 -0.1 

Mining & Quarrying 19.1 -8.7 2.7 0.9 0.6 

Manufacturing 1.8 -0.3 -0.5 -0.8 3.1 

Construction 0.8 -4.4 1.9 1.7 0.9 

Electricity & Water Supply 0.3 -2.2 -2.0 -1.2 1.4 

Wholesale & Retail Trade; Repairs; Installation of 
Machinery & Equipment 

0.3 -1.4 -0.1 0.3 0.4 

Hotels & Restaurants  2.0 1.8 1.2 3.0 2.0 

Transport, Storage & Communication -1.9 -0.1 0.4 0.8 1.1 

Finance & Insurance Services -0.1 -0.0 0.1 0.5 0.3 

Real Estate, Renting  & Business Activities -0.4 -0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Producers of Government Services 0.5 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 

Other  Services 0.5 1.2 0.2 1.4 0.8 

Less Financial Intermediation Services Indirectly 
Measured (FISIM) 
 

-4.1 -2.6 -0.6 -0.8 0.1 

Total 1.4 -0.5 0.2 0.5 0.8 

Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
R

 Data revised  

Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

During the fiscal year, compilation of the 

Consumer Price Index (Low/Middle Income) 

continued based on the ‘basket’ of goods and 

services compiled from the Household 

Expenditure Survey (HES) conducted June 2004 

to March 2005. This CPI series has a price and 

weight reference base period of December 

2006.  

 

The CPI measures the changes in the general 

level of prices of consumer goods and services 

purchased by private households and is seen as  

 

the best economic instrument to use when 

determining the effect of changes in retail 

prices on household budgets and expenditure.  

 

For the period under review, 12 Monthly 

Consumer Price Index Bulletins and the 2015 

Annual Review were completed.  

 

The “All Jamaica” rate of inflation for the 

2015/2016 fiscal year was 3.0 per cent. This 

movement was 1.0 percentage point below the 

4.0 per cent that was recorded for the 2014/ 

2015 period.  
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Table 4 Consumer Price Index: Main Indicators, March 2016 

    All Jamaica  
Greater 

KMA 

Other     

Urban    

Centres 

Rural    

Areas 

Month 

March 2016 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 

February 2016 -0.7 -1.0 -0.9 -0.4 

Fiscal Year March 2015 – March 2016 3.0 4.0 2.7 2.2 

Calendar Year December2015 - March2016 -1.3 -1.6 -1.6 -0.9 

Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

 

The rate of inflation for the calendar year 

ending December 2015 was 3.7 per cent 

compared to the 6.4 per cent recorded in 2014. 

The inflation rate for 2015 was due largely to an 

increase of 8.7 per cent in the index for the 

division ’Food and Non-Alcoholic Beverages’. 

The increase in the index was however 

tempered by the downward movement of 8.3 

per cent in the index for the division ‘Housing, 

Water, Electricity, Gas and Other Fuels’ and the 

negative 4.0 per cent recorded for the 

‘Transport’ division. In 2015, the Mean Annual 

Index increased by 3.7 per cent compared to 

that  in 2014 which was rose by 8.3 per cent. 

Factors impacting prices throughout the 2015 

calendar year were: 

 The depreciation of the Jamaican dollar 

against its major trading currency, the 

United States dollar; 

 The movement in world oil prices; 

 Drought conditions; and  

 The reduction in adult bus fares for 

passengers in the Greater Kingston 

Metropolitan Area (GKMA) taking the 

Jamaica Urban Transit Company (JUTC) 

buses.
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Figure 2 Annual ‘All Divisions’ Percentage Change by Regions - 2015 

 
Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

 

Household Expenditure Survey (HES)   

The main purpose of the Household 

Expenditure Survey (HES) is to obtain 

information on the goods and services 

purchased by private households in order to 

determine the general pattern of expenditure 

throughout the economy. This information is 

used to provide data for the computation of the 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) which is the most 

commonly used indicator of inflation in Jamaica. 

Data from the HES is used to determine the 

‘basket’ of goods and services for which prices 

will be collected as well as the weights used in 

the compilation of the CPI.  

 

The design and development of the 2017 

Household Expenditure Survey (HES) 

questionnaire was completed.  It was reviewed 

by various stakeholders from both the public 

and the private sectors as well as consultants 

from the United Nations Economic Commission 

for Latin America and the Caribbean (UNECLAC), 

Caribbean Regional Technical Assistance Centre 

(CARTAC) and Statistics Canada (STATCAN). The 

recommendations from these reviews as well as 

the feedback received from the Pretest that 

was conducted in October 2015, were 

incorporated in the design of the questionnaire. 

Preparation for conducting the Pilot Survey was 

also started during the period. 

 

The lack of funds affected the progress of work 

and data collection had to be rescheduled to 

calendar year 2017.  Assistance was however 

provided for the design phase of the survey by 

the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 

under the “Understanding Social Effects” 

project. 

 

Producer Price Index 

The Producer Price Index measures the average 

change over time in the selling price of goods 

and services received by domestic producers. It 

therefore measures price change from the 

perspective of the producer, i.e. it is an output 

based index.  

 

Twelve Monthly Bulletins and the Annual 2015 

Report were published for the period under 

review.    
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Year-to-Date (Fiscal)

Apr-15 to Mar-16

MINING & QUARRYING 5.5

Bauxite Mining  & Alumina Processing 5.5

Other Mining & Quarrying 6.5

MANUFACTURING -5.0

Food, Beverages & Tobacco 1.3

Textile, Wearing Apparel and Leather Products 7.7

Wood, Wood Products and Furniture 1.7

Paper and Paper Products 3.5

Chemicals and Chemical Products 4.2

Refined Petroleum Products -35.4

Rubber & Plastic Products 0.4

Other Non-Metallic Mineral Products* 1.4

Fabricated Metal Products excl. Machinery & Equipment 0.3

Other Manufacturing n.e.c. 1.8

INDUSTRY

For the 2015/16 fiscal year producer prices rose 

by 5.5 per cent for the Mining & Quarrying 

industry, while there was a fall in the index of 

5.0 per cent in output prices for the 

Manufacturing industry. 

 

  

           Table 5 Fiscal Year Change in the Producer Price Index by Industry: 2015/2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       

             Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

 

For the calendar year 2015, the Manufacturing 

industry’s index declined by 2.1 per cent 

following an increase of 2.0 per cent in the 

previous year. The decline was attributed 

mainly to a 21.4 per cent fall in the index for the 

second highest weighted major group, ’Refined 

Petroleum Products’. The downward movement 

was however moderated by the highest 

weighted major group ‘Food, Beverages & 

Tobacco’ which registered an increase in its 

index of 1.0 per cent. 
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Figure 3 Monthly Percentage Change in the PPI for Manufacturing: March 2015 – March 2016 

            
Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 

 

The main factors affecting the movements in 

the Manufacturing industry’s index were the 

lower prices for oil and grains on the 

international market, as well as, the 

depreciation of the Jamaican Dollar.  

 
Figure 4 Monthly Percentage Change in the PPI for Mining & Quarrying: March 2015 – March 2016 

      
Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica 
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International Merchandise Trade 

Statistics (IMTS) 

International merchandise trade statistics 

(IMTS) provides data on the movement of 

goods in and out of a country. This includes 

transactions on imports, domestic exports and 

re-exports traded by all partner countries. 

International merchandise trade is crucial for 

economic development and as such the IMTS is 

one of the indicators tracked by both local and 

international users. 

 

During the 2015-2016 review period, work 

continued on the compilation, analysis and 

dissemination of data on imports and exports 

generated from records supplied by the Jamaica 

Customs Agency, as well as major importers and 

exporters, commodity boards and various 

public bodies. In April 2015, the Jamaica 

Customs Agency, the main source of 

administrative data for trade, introduced the 

pilot of the Automated System for Customs 

Data (ASYCUDA). This had a significant impact 

on the processing of the data submitted to the 

Institute and new procedures had to be 

developed to address these changes. 

 

For the period twelve monthly International 

Merchandise Trade bulletins were produced.  
 

 

The detailed 2014 Report at the commodity 

level was also completed. 

 

The merchandise trade deficit for 2015 was 

US$3,733.3 million, which was 15.1 per cent or 

US$665.5 million less than the US$4,398.8 

million recorded in 2014. Total expenditure on 

imports amounted to US$4,995.9 million, which 

represented a decrease of 14.6 per cent or 

US$851.4 million for the same period. The 

major contributors to the decline in imports 

were Raw Materials/Intermediate Goods and 

Capital goods.  Earnings from total exports 

decreased, moving from US$1,448.5 million for 

2014 to US$1,262.6 million for 2015, a decrease 

of 12.8 per cent or US$185.9 million. (See 

Figure 5) 

 

Domestic exports declined by 12.2 per cent, 

influenced by the fall in Non-Traditional 

exports. This category was 29.7 per cent lower 

than that for 2014. In 2015, traditional domestic 

exports, which accounted for 65.4 per cent of 

total domestic exports, increased by 

approximately 1.12 per cent.  Exports of 

Agriculture and Mining & Quarrying products 

were 51.9 per cent higher than that in 2014. 

Exports of manufactured goods however, 

decreased by 11.9 per cent. 
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Figure 5 Imports, Total Exports and Balance of Trade: January to December 2015 & 2014 

 
 Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica             
R: Data revised for 2014  

 

Employment and Earnings 
The Employment and Earnings Survey provides 

information on employment, earnings and 

hours worked in all sectors of the economy, 

with the exception of Agriculture, Government 

and private educational institutions.  Data are 

collected quarterly from large establishments 

selected from a sampling frame of 

establishments based on their employment size 

and major economic activity. The information is 

produced in a report entitled the Employment, 

Earnings and Hours Worked in Large 

Establishments Report.  

Environmental and Multi-domain 
Statistics 
Environmental Statistics 

Jamaica’s Environment in Your Pocket 2016 

provides data and information on the Country’s 

environmental landscape. This report included 

data on inter alia human settlements, 

agriculture, biodiversity, energy, weather, 

extreme events and waste. Preliminary work 

was also started on the development of the  

System of Environmental Economic Accounting 

(SEEA) with technical assistance from UNECLAC. 

The first account to be developed will be the 

energy account due to the importance of 

energy to the Jamaican economy as well as the 

availability of related data.  

Information and Communication 
Technology Statistics 
STATIN is committed to providing relevant data 

to meet stakeholder needs through the 

development of statistical products. One such 

product is the Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) Indicators report. 

 

Core indicators on ICT Access and Use by 

Households and Individuals for 2014 were 

prepared and submitted to the International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU), as per 

Jamaica’s membership obligations. 

 

The first in an annual series of reports on ICT 

indicators was also prepared and published. 

This report, entitled “ICT Indicators Report: 

Measuring Jamaica’s Information Society 2014” 
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provided information on ICT indicators for the 

period 2010-2014 on: 

 

 Households' Access to ICT 

 Individuals' Use of ICT 

 ICT Infrastructure and Access  

 International Trade in ICT Goods 

 

Special Projects 
Included in the work programme of the 

Institute are surveys that are undertaken  on 

behalf of the government of Jamaica, including 

MDAs as well as international organizations. 

These partnerships are especially important in 

the area of social statistics as STATIN is unable 

to fund surveys required to provide all the 

necessary data for planning. The international 

donor agencies assist by providing funding and 

technical assistance to undertake these surveys. 

The following were the projects undertaken 

during the year. 

 

Inflation Expectation Survey 
To carry out its inflation targeting monetary 

policy framework, the Bank of Jamaica (BOJ) 

commissioned the Institute to conduct eight 

Inflation Expectation Surveys per year from 

2014.  The Survey is designed to collect 

information on the expectation and perception 

from heads of businesses and decision makers 

on inflation. The primary objective of the survey 

is to collect information from key personnel in 

business establishments on their individual 

expectations as to the future movement of 

prices, interest rates, growth rates and the level 

of wage/salary increases expected over specific 

time periods.   

 

For the period April 2015 to March 2016, the 

Institute successfully executed and delivered 

reports for a total of eight (8) surveys. 

Informal Sector Survey 
The Informal sector is an important component 

of the Jamaican economy. STATIN currently 

produces statistics on employment in the 

informal sector from data gathered through the 

Labour Force survey.  In the estimation of the 

GDP, the focus is on ensuring that all activities 

including non-observed activities are a part of 

the GDP.  However estimates of GDP accruing 

to the informal sector are not disaggregated. 

Therefore there is the need for additional 

statistics to explore the detailed characteristics 

of the sector and its contribution to Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP). 

 

In the fiscal year 2014/2015, STATIN partnered 

with the Inter-American Development Bank 

(IDB) to execute a survey of the informal sector 

in Jamaica. The purpose of this survey is to 

explore different dimensions of this sector in 

order to improve the knowledge of the 

characteristics and constraints that persons and 

organisations in the informal sector may face. 

The survey was done in two phases. Phase I of 

the Informal Sector Survey was done in the 

2014/2015 fiscal year. Data collection for Phase 

II of the survey was undertaken in the 

2015/2016 fiscal year.  

 

Statistical Product Development 
An important focus of the work programme of 

STATIN is the development of new statistical 

programmes and products. This is in response 

to the changing demands for statistical 

information.  

 

Quarterly GDP by Expenditure  
The programme for the development of the 

quarterly GDP by Expenditure for Jamaica that 

was started in 2014/2015 was maintained in 

2015/2016.  Preliminary estimates for quarter 1 
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2007 to quarter 2 2015 at current prices were 

submitted to the project sponsor, the Bank of 

Jamaica (BOJ). Work continued on the 

production of the estimates at constant prices.  

 

Trade in Services 
The need for data on Trade in Services has 

become critical given the introduction of the 

CARICOM Single Market and Economy (CSME) 

as well as ongoing international trade 

negotiations. Work continued on the Trade in 

Services programme with the compilation of the 

relevant variables for Financial and Insurance 

Services, Bauxite and Alumina, and Electricity 

and Water. 

 

Trade Indices 
Import and Export Price Indices measure 

changes in the prices of goods moving in and 

out of a country. The trade indices are required 

to deflate the GDP current price estimates. 

Developmental work continued on the monthly 

and quarterly indices using the unit value 

approach. This programme is being funded by 

the Bank of Jamaica as part of the development 

of the quarterly GDP by expenditure. Assistance 

was also received from various international 

bodies in the development of these indices. Of 

note is the training staff received from the 

International Trade Centre (ITC) in the use of 

outlier detection method.  The indices are 

slated for publication by the end of 2016.  

 

Agriculture Producer Price Index (APPI) 
 The decision was taken to discontinue the 

development of the Agriculture Producer Price 

Index (APPI), due to issues related to data 

availability and reliability. The compilation of 

data continued however for use internally.  

 

Statistical Infrastructure 

In keeping with the Institute’s strategic 

objectives, work on improving the quality and 

technical soundness of its statistical outputs 

continued.  Of note are the improvement of the 

sampling frames used for household and 

business survey programmes and the launch of 

the revised Jamaica Standard Occupational 

Classification (JSOC).  Other activities engaged 

in during the fiscal year included the revision of 

the Jamaica Industrial Classification (JIC), the 

design and selection of samples and the 

development of questionnaires for the various 

surveys undertaken by the Institute. In addition, 

a review of the new recommendations from the 

19th International Conference of Labour 

Statisticians (ICLS) and its implications for the 

Labour Force Survey was done. Work in this 

regard will continue in the 2016/17 fiscal year.  

 

Design and Development 
The listing of dwellings which started in October 
2013 was completed during the fiscal year. This 
enabled the transition to a new Master 
Household Frame in January 2016, based on 
information from the 2011 Population and 
Housing Census. Improvements were also 
effected to the Master Business Frame by 
conducting a systematic review of and 
expanding the Business Register, the principal 
frame for the economic surveys. A new sample 
was also selected for the economic survey 
programmes within the Institute. The survey 
instrument to be used for the House Rental 
Survey was also designed and developed.  
 

Classifications and Standards 
The revised Jamaica Standard Occupational 

Classification (JSOC) was finalized and launched 

in July 2015. The classification was revised 

based on the 2008 International Standard 

Classification of Occupation (ISCO ’08). 

Subsequent to the launch, internal and external 
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training sessions were conducted to familiarize 

users with the nuances and major changes 

incorporated in the new classification.   

 

The revision of the Jamaica Industrial 

Classification (JIC), in alignment with the 4th 

revision of the International Standard Industrial 

Classification (ISIC) continued. At the end of the 

reporting period, the basic classification 

structure was completed and the accompanying 

explanatory notes were 50% complete. The 

launch of the revised JIC is scheduled for 

October 2016.  

 

Data Collection Services 
Crime and violence in many of the areas in 

which the staff had to work continued to pose a 

challenge for the data collection activitites. The 

inability to access gated communities and the 

reluctance of some respondents to provide 

information also impacted the smooth 

operations in the field. Nonetheless, the Data 

Collection Unit continued to provide invaluable 

support in the execution of surveys for the 

regular work programme of the Institute as well 

as for external clients’ surveys.   

 

Geographic Services 
The work of the Geographic Services Unit was 

adversely impacted  by the lack of access to GIS 

licences. This was however alleviated  towards 

the end of the year with the acquisition of GIS 

licences through the Government of Jamaica 

project led by the Ministry o  f Water, Land, 

Environment & Climate Change. 

 

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
Improving the organization’s effectiveness and 

efficiency and ensuring that the high quality of 

its products, services and support are 

maintained are critical to the continuity of 

STATIN. To achieve this, the Institute continued 

the review of its operational structure and to 

review and update the job descriptions for all 

posts within the Institute. A Competency 

Framework is also being developed to support 

revision of the performance appraisal system.  

 

Corporate Governance  
The responsibility of the Institute has been 

transferred to the newly created Ministry of 

Economic Growth and Job Creation.  Prior to 

the 2016 General Election, the Ministry of 

Finance and Planning (MoFP) had portfolio 

responsibility for STATIN.   

 

The Board of Directors, along with the reporting 

Ministry are responsible for monitoring the 

performance and progress of the work of the 

Institute. This is achieved through the 

preparation and submission of quarterly and 

annual reports to both the Ministry and the 

Board. The Board of Directors also provides 

guidance to the Institute regarding its general 

operations.  

 

In promoting good corporate governance, 

STATIN ensures that it adheres to the relevant 

regulations and requirements in carrying out its 

daily operations. This includes the need to 

maintain confidentiality of the data provided by 

individuals and establishments. In this regard  

and in order to promote compliance, all 

employees are required to sign the Official 

Secrets Act and an Oath that indicates 

commitment to upholding confidentiality as 

stipulated under the Statistics Act. The Institute 

is also guided by International standards and 

guidelines such as the United Nations 

Fundamental Principles of Statistics.  
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Quality Management 
STATIN recognises the need for the availability 

of high quality statistics for public and private  

decision-making. To this end, there were 

continued efforts towards ensuring the 

production of quality statistics.   

 

In April 2015, STATIN participated in a round of 

assessments by the Economic Commission for 

Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) on the 

level of compliance with the Code of Good 

Practice in Statistics for Latin America and the 

Caribbean. The Institute was assessed on 

seventeen tenets of good statistical practice.  

 

STATIN also participated in Statistics Canada’s 

(STATCAN’s) International Statistical Fellowship 

Program (ISFP) and as a result started the 

development of a Quality Assurance Framework 

(QAF) for the Institute. To date, a number of 

actions were initiated and accomplishments 

have been registered under the QAF 

programme. These include: 

 

 The establishment of a Quality 

Management Unit (QMU) which will 

lead the charge in developing and 

maintaining the institution-wide Quality 

Assurance Framework; 

 The creation of a Quality Assurance 

Committee – this Committee comprises 

officers from each Division within the 

Institute; 

 The creation of an official Declaration 

on Quality 

 The draft of a Quality Assurance 

Framework Document 

 The documentation of work processes, 

a key action under the QAF, has started.  

 

Future action in implementing the Quality 

Assurance Framework includes the 

development of a Quality Policy as well as the 

continued sensitization of staff to existing and 

future quality management initiatives. 

 

Human Resource Management 
At the commencement of the 2015/2016 

financial year, there were 343 persons on staff. 

The staff count was however reduced to 310 by 

the end of the financial year.  

 

During the review period six members of staff 

retired (See table 6). In appreciation of their 

service and contribution to the Institute, the 

retirees were recognized at the Carol Service 

held in December 2015. 

 

  

 

Table 6 Retirees - Fiscal Year 2015/2016 

 

Name Position Years of Service

Miss Yvonne Comrie Interviewer II 24 Years

Miss Patricia Tomlin Interviewer II 19 years

Mrs. Cecile Malcolm Statistical Officer II 44 years

Mrs. Dorrel McDonald Senior Secretary 31 years

Mr. Douglas Forbes Director 18 years

Mr. Winston Neil Interviewer II 15 years
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Figure 6 Retirees  

  

Mr. Douglas Forbes (left) receiving his 
plaque from the Director General,  
Miss Carol Coy. 

 

 
Mr. Winston Neil giving a vote of 
thanks on behalf of the retirees.  

 
Mrs. Cecile Malcolm smiling  
proudly with her long service  
award. 

 

Pension Plan 
The Pension Plan for the Statistical Institute of 

Jamaica was established on February 1, 1986 

and is a Defined Benefit Plan.  Sagicor Life  

 

 

 

Jamaica Ltd. is the Administrator and Fund 

Manager.  

 

The Trustees responsible for the management 

of the Pension Plan are:

 

Table 7 Trustees for STATIN's Pension Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Name Position Trustee Designation 

Carol Coy  Director General  Sponsor appointed  

Marva Thompson  Corporate Secretary/Legal 

Officer  

Sponsor appointed  

Joyce Stewart  Human Resource Manager  Sponsor appointed  

Merville Anderson  Pensioner  Member appointed  

Andrew Jones  Statistician  Member appointed  

 

http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8677&FolderID=0&Part=4&Filename=2B7A0459.jpg
http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8677&FolderID=0&Part=2&Filename=2B7A0481.jpg
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Figure 7 Performance of Pension Plan 

Key Plan Statistics 
Invested Assets 

$1,616.72M 
Investment Returns 

18.41%* 
* Gross Yield 

Real Return 

14.75% 

Funded Status/Solvency Level 

134.06% 
Net Yield 

16.99% 
 

 

INTEREST CREDITED TO MEMBERS’ 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

 

 

 

73% 
Active Members Contributing  

Voluntary 

6.75% 
Compulsory 

16.99% 
  Voluntary 

FUND MEMBERSHIP 

 
45.4 YRS 
 

0                          80 

Average Age of Active Members 

 

 

Training and Development 
STATIN is committed to the continual 

development of its human resources. In keeping 

with this, a number of staff members 

participated in a wide range of technical 

courses, conferences and meetings sponsored 

by a number of international statistical 

organizations. The focus of these events was 

spread across the areas of: Digitization of Maps 

of Historical Censuses; Environmental Economic 

Accounting; Price Statistics including Real Estate 

Price Indices; Administrative Registers; Labour 

Market Information System; National Accounts; 

Environment Statistics and Business Survey 

Design.  

 

A number of courses were also offered 

internally and were geared towards capacity 

building. These courses offered training in the 

use of Statistical Software packages, 

programming, Data Analysis for Complex 

Sample Data, Quality Management and 

Leadership and Change Management.  

 

A number of Staff Welfare activities were also 

undertaken during the period. Training 

sessions/meetings were held to apprise staff of 

affairs critical their welfare and for personal 

planning and decision making. Such activities 

included Retirement Planning and Personal 

Financial Management. 

Vol No Vol 

35 
53 

294 

Pensioners Deferred Actives 
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As part of our corporate stewardship, work 

experience opportunities were afforded to a 

total of 13 participants from various colleges 

and programmes. These included the University 

of Technology, Mico University, National Youth 

Service, Citizen Security and Justice Programme 

and Heart Trust NTA. 

 

SERVICE CULTURE 
In a bid to improve its service culture, STATIN 

utilised various medium to: 

 

 Disseminate its products and services, 

 Improve its public image,  

 Promote its products and services,  

 Help data users to better understand 

the statistical information, and 

 Encourage participation in the surveys 

conducted.  

 

Press releases, the annual calendar and the 

Institute’s website were among the medium 

used to disseminate information to the public. 

The launch of the Jamaica Standard 

Occupational Classification (JSOC) Publication 

and the monthly press releases resulted in 

significant media attention over the period. 

Interviews were done with the Director General 

and subject matter experts.  

 

The annual calendar featured Jamaica’s Youth 

(Persons ages 15-24). Information presented, 

featured data from the 2011 Population and 

Housing Census, the National Youth Survey 

2010, the Labour Force Survey, July 2014 and 

the School to Work Transition Survey 2013.  

 

The Institute’s website which is one of the main 

vehicles for the dissemination of statistical 

information continued to be a useful 

dissemination tool for the products and services 

of the Institute. DataZoa, a cloud-based 

software which facilitates data dissemination 

and data time series storage was introduced 

and used to disseminate data on the web. Since 

April 2015, STATIN started uploading all its 

publications on the website. 

 

A review committee commenced the 

restructuring of the website during the period.  

The aim is to better satisfy the Institute’s 

stakeholders by improving the functionality, 

navigation and ease of finding information.  The 

launch date of the new and improved website 

has been scheduled for 2016. 

 

During the period, STATIN also organised and 

conducted a number of school presentations 

and participated in a number of school 

expositions including the Ministry of 

Education’s National Mathematics Expo. These 

forums presented the opportunity for students 

to get to know more about the Institute; 

improve their understanding of statistics and 

also learn about alternative careers in the area 

of statistics.  

 

Feature Articles were published in The Gleaner 

and Jamaica Observer publications to highlight 

“Caricom Statistics Day”. 

 

STATIN’s library also continued to play an 

important role in the dissemination of 

information to the public. For the 2015/2016 

period the Library helped to satisfy requests for 

International Merchandise Trade, Population 

and Labour Force datasets which were the 

major requests received for unpublished data 

for this period. Consumer Price Index, Labour 

Force and Demographic (census 2011) data 

were more heavily requested by clients seeking 
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Budget Item $M

Recurrent 762.29

SLC 7.72

HES 50

Total 820.01

published data. The library continued to see an 

increase in requests for information and in 

particular, historical demographic data. 

 

INFORMATION AND 
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 
During the review period managing the 

technology infrastructure to maintain access 

and availability, and developing application 

systems to enhance data collection and 

processing were areas of focus.   Systems were 

developed with the purpose of enhancing data 

capture for surveys as a part of its Computer-

Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) initiative. 

These developments helped to improve data 

collection and processing for surveys that are a 

part of the Institute’s regular work programme 

and core activities. 

 

During the year, the Jamaica Customs Agency 

(Customs) commenced a project for the 

implementation of their ASYCUDA system. This 

system will replace the existing C87 system. In 

preparation for the delivery of data from the 

new system, a project team was formed 

between STATIN, eGov and Jamaica Customs. 

eGov’s primary role on the team is to facilitate 

the delivery of the data via their secure 

platform.  

 

Applications and/or systems were designed to 

facilitate a number of activities including:  

 

 Migration Project – database was 

developed to store migration data. An 

application system was also developed 

for stakeholders to conduct research on 

migration patterns. Presentations were 

made to key stakeholders such as the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Global 

Project Board on International 

Migration, UNFPA as well as the 

International Organization on 

Migration. 

 A web-based application which allows 

users to search for information from 

the community database was 

developed and deployed. Future 

updates to the system included 

geospatial representation of data based 

on communities. 

 

FUNDING 
The Institute's approved budget for the 2015-

2016 fiscal year was $820.01 million. This sum 

included inter alia the amount of $762.29m for 

recurrent expenses and $50.00m for HES. A 

special approval of $7.72 million was to 

complete the improvements for the work 

programme for the Survey of Living Conditions.  

 

  Table 8 Fiscal Year 2015/2016 Budget 
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OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Annual Staff Activity 
The annual Christmas function was held on 

Friday, December 11, 2015 in the Car Park 

at the Head Office, 7 Cecelio Avenue, Kingston 

10.  The event took the format of a carol service 

under the theme ‘Christmus in di Yaad…Mingle 

and Jingle’. Mr. Kevin Bailey, an Associate at the 

Family Life Ministries and Psychotherapist was 

the Guest Speaker at the event. Members of 

Staff and guests were entertained by STATIN’s 

choir, guest performers - Christine and Alex and 

the Holy Childhood steel band. 

Divisional Employee of the Year 
Awards 2015 
The Divisional Employee of the Year Awards is an 

annual award facilitated by the Institute’s Human 

Resource Development Committee.  The award 

recognizes employees who perform exceptional 

during the calendar year.  Awards for 2015 were 

presented at the carol service held in December at 

the Head Office.  As a peer award, nominees are 

selected by their peers for outstanding contribution 

to their division in the areas of teamwork, positive 

role model/mentor, leadership and attitude.  For 

2015 there were five (5) awardees, notably:
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   Figure 8 Divisional Employee of the Year 2015 

 
Daniel Flaneur 

Corporate Services 

 
Julet James 

Information & Technology 

  

Kareen Richards 

Administrative Statistics 

 

 

Garvin Taylor 

Field Services (Area 3) 

 

 Judith Taylor 

Field Services (Area 1) 

 

 

 

STATIN Sports and Social Club 
The STATIN Sports and Social Club continued to fulfill its core function of providing social and 

recreational activities for staff members. During 2015/2016, the Sports Club hosted a number of 

activities including the annual Sports Month held in June where employees within their respective 

houses competed in indoor and outdoor games. There was also an inter-divisional competition held, an 

avenue through which employees had the opportunity to display their talents in the performing and 

culinary arts. 

 

http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8676&FolderID=0&Part=2&Filename=2B7A0094-Edit-Edit.jpg
http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8676&FolderID=0&Part=3&Filename=2B7A0117-Edit.jpg
http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8676&FolderID=0&Part=5&Filename=2B7A0136-Edit-Edit.jpg
http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8676&FolderID=0&Part=6&Filename=2B7A0153-Edit-Edit.jpg
http://biq_load:6110/WorldClient.dll?Session=GNIPWOZ&View=Attachment&Number=8676&FolderID=0&Part=7&Filename=2B7A0149-Edit.jpg
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SOCIAL SCENES 
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CAROL SERVICE 2015 
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Statistical Reports Published for 2015/2016 

 

 

 

Monthly Reports 

Consumer Price Indices Bulletin   

Producer Price Bulletin    

International Merchandise Trade   

 

 

Quarterly Reports  

Gross Domestic Product Estimates 

Labour Force Statistics 

 

 

Annual Reports 

CPI Annual Review 2015 

PPI Annual Review 2015 

National Income Product 2014 

Labour Force Annual Report 2015 

Demographic Statistics 2015 

Social Statistics at a Glance 

Jamaica’s Environment in Your Pocket 2016 

ICT Indicators Report: Measuring Jamaica’s Information Society 2014 (the first in an annual series of 

reports on ICT indicators 
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Office Locations 
 

 

Head Office      Printery 
7 Cecelio Avenue, Kinsgton 10    84 Hanover Street, Kingston 

Tel: 630-1600      Tel: 922-8371 
Fax: 926-1138 

 
 

Field Offices 
 
Kingston      Portland 
Shops 60 – 62 Kingston Mall    Turner Plaza, 
Ocean Boulevard, Kingston    21 Harbour Street, Port Antonio 

Tel: 630-1745      Tel: 630-1751 
 
 
St. Ann       St. James 
Floor 2, 41 Main Street     Shop 32 Overton Plaza 
St. Ann’s Bay      Montego Bay 

Tel: 630-1752      Tel: 630-1753 
 
 
Westmoreland      St. Elizabeth 
Floor 2, Victoria Mutual Building   1 Brigade Street, 
123 Great George Street,    Black River 
Savannalamar      Tel: 630-1755 

Tel: 630-1754 
 
 
Manchester      Clarendon 
Caledonia Annex Building,    16A Manchester Avenue 
Shop 56, Caledonia Mall     May Pen 
7b Caledonia Road     Tel: 630-1757 
Mandeville 

Tel: 630-1756 
       St. Catherine 

Shop 9, 9 King Street 
       Linstead 
       Tel: 630-1758 
  

APPENDIX E 

 

Statistical Institute of Jamaica 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 


